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Dear Friends, 

 
Diversification and asset allocation - both referring to spreading risk by choosing portfolio securities which have 
little correlation to one another - are investing’s “free lunch.”  But why do so many people diversify enough to 
always have at least one of their security types doing far worse than the others?  Therein lies the rub- it is 
human tendency to want to cull “black sheep,” the securities that fail to keep up with the pack.  But in such 
culling, are we doing ourselves a service or are we selling an underperformer just before it begins its move? 
Before responding to some tactical and behavioral issues that diversification presents, let’s see if we should 
indeed diversify. 
 
The question, “Should we, or shouldn’t we?” is easily disposed of by examining two investor qualities:  superior 
knowledge and a large toolbox of investment ideas. 
 
Superior knowledge, as Warren Buffet demonstrates, allows investment concentration (concentrating a 
multibillion dollar portfolio in only a few companies while only dabbling in this bond or that bond) leads to 
wonderful returns provided that those practicing concentration really have some superior ability over other 
investors.  Most of us don’t stand out as Warren Buffet does. 
 
A large “toolbox” of investment ideas allows an investor to concentrate on a few stocks or a very limited 
number of assets because s/he has an excellent timing record and is prepared to buy securities with a high 
probability of outperforming when it’s time to sell a former great performer which has lost its mojo – usually 
measured as price momentum.   
 
Woe be it to those who think they have superior knowledge or a large toolbox of investment ideas only to be 
found wanting after the passage of time.  Diversification’s appeal rests on the premise that most of us can’t 
determine with a lot of accuracy which securities and which asset types/groups will outperform in the future.  
More correctly, most of us cannot time the inflection points between the outperformance of one asset and the 
emergence of another.  But knowing that we need to diversify and finding an appropriate level of 
diversification for our needs are often two matters entirely.  For example, let’s consider two cases: 
diversification among stocks and bonds and diversification among countries where securities are domiciled 
(global diversification). 
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Stock and High Quality Bond Diversification 
 
Stocks have superior long-term growth to quality bonds, but as recessions approach stocks fall like shooting 
stars while bonds gain in price.  In other words, in periods of very strong stock markets, the more high quality 
bonds we carry the worse our short term performance will be compared to an all-stock portfolio like the 
Standard & Poor’s 500 Index.  When crisis threatens, money flies out of stocks and flows into quality bonds, 
reversing the bull market stock outperformance and making a portfolio more crash resistant.  Does all of this 
mean we should hold quality bonds at all times?  For people who are easily frightened by quick, steep falls in 
the value of their investment portfolios, it’s absolutely true that some quality bonds and cash will provide a 
more measured performance over time, but the longer-term (30 years or so) result will be a smaller portfolio 
due to stocks’ tendencies to about double the long-term performance of bonds.  What do we do?  Every one of 
our clients has some weighting in bonds, some even 5%, to provide money for withdrawals if needed during 
down markets and to provide a bit of income that stocks cannot absolutely, completely guarantee. 
 
At the other end, we will hold about 50% bonds and cash for those who are more concerned about lowering 
market volatility than long-term returns.  Most of us will have 10%-30% in bonds and cash. 
 
Global Diversification 
 
Home bias, or preference with the familiar over the unfamiliar, is present in all countries, as Cullen Roche 
points out in his blog posts at www.pragcap.com, “Everyone Has a Home Bias & No One Should” and  
“The Importance of Global Asset Allocation – Japan Edition.”  We naturally tend to hold only securities in our 
home country forsaking those of other countries.  The outperformance of countries or regions can persist for a 
long time, as did emerging markets in the 2000’s decade and in the U.S. since 2009. But regression to the mean, 
or the tendency for the long-term trend to reassert, always kicks in and humbles the leaders while enabling the 
former laggards.  Ipso, while it’s useful to be cognizant of trends in selecting countries and regions for portfolio 
construction, completely ignoring foreign countries in favor of our own does not result in optimal long-term 
performance with a lower volatility than we would have if we were globally diversified.  What do we do?   
 
We are trend followers in the international diversification arena, but we have noticed that about three years of 
underperformance most often leads to a strong snapback.  For this reason, we are holding a small slice of Latin 
American securities for everyone.  We have held no Latin American securities since 2010.  We seldom hold to 
the about 50/50 U.S./foreign split, either.  Our lowest U.S. allocation is about 60% and even at that, very rarely; 
we are mostly about 75%-80% invested “at home.”   
 
We will leave you with the observation that diversification is for fools, but it takes a fool to be a successful 
investor.   
 
Thanks for being with us today and for offering us stewardship of a part of your wealth. 
 
 
    
 
 

 

The opinions contained in this report represent the author’s current knowledge and are based on sources known to him at the time of 

writing.  Such opinions are subject to change at any time and are presented for educational value.  Any other use, such as investment 

solicitation, is inappropriate and absolutely unintended by the author.  Readers must evaluate information herein presented. 
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